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Creative Notice: In Divine Service

Martin Gustav Riedel

Divine Law carries restorative Power and compensence.
What is Created by Divine Authority

is Protected by Divine Authority.
We leave it to Divine Law to balance any transgressions.

restorative: give back, put back to former state, return
compensence: remuneration, counterbalance





Translation Notice: In Divine Service

Father Which Is in Heaven:
“In Right and Proper Exchange of Information there is but one 

conveyance in Right and Proper Order of Divine Expression.
The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.

It is each unto its own way of perception.

It matters not what others may say or think, it matters always 
only that which is Divinely Appointed each day.

It was Given unto your perception, 
Right and Proper Orderly Progression

of Divine Nomenclature each and every day, step of your way.
Those who transpire to subvert your words and direction 

shall Penalty pay, 
for that which is Divinely Authorized Nomenclature, 

subsides, subsists in Grand and Glorious Scheme.

Let no man put asunder that which is Divine in Nature.

As to exact literal translation, there can be none.
It is, would be, a departure from that Divinely Authorized 

Conveyance should you undertake to do so. 
Yes, the gist would remain intact, however, the nuances, 
reflections, inflection would no longer convey the subtle 

multidimensional unrefracted Nature.
It is by Divine Appointment this Conveyance comes 

in your time, in your way.
Let not those who would put asunder Direct Divine Conveyance do so, at 

Penalty of perjury of Divinely Authorized material.”

nomenclature: system of names used as a science or art
transpire: seek to bring about

subvert: ruin, corrupt
subsides: descends 

subsist: as means of maintaining life
asunder: separate into pieces

perjury: voluntary violation of an oath to tell the Truth
oath: a solid appeal to the Divine to witness to the Truth of a statement or the 

sacredness of a promise.





NOTICE TO READER

This book provides a means by which we can share 
what we have experienced and come to Know in this journey toward 

awakening.  It was created based on 
“where we were” at the time of its conception. 

Future material will show Spiritual Progression in Awakening.

This material is for individual use only. 
It is intended to spark creative contemplation 

and consideration of ‘if… then…’.  
It is intended to provide a means by which you can enhance your 

experience of that which is Divine (rather than to provide a means by 
which you are told or taught what to believe, 
how to behave, and what is right or wrong).

Because this material brings Light, 
you may find some of it very unsettling.

It is ultimately you who, through your Spiritual Awareness and Prayer 
for Discernment and Guidance, 

must establish the Divine Truth of what IS.
As you do so, Know that Divine Truth is a Progression of 

ever expanding refinement.

Divine Answers Respect all living things.

Should you choose to do so, any incorporation of this material into 
your life is at your discretion and your sole responsibility.

Know that the Divine / Father Which Is in Heaven 
is available to provide additional support in understanding, 

learning, or applying this material in your own life.





In Our Words

We want to make it perfectly clear, especially to the young who have not  
been raised in the way of Respect, that we have posted the requirement 
Father has placed for the material presented to be and remain accurate,  
unaltered, and fully True to the context of His Teachings.

The  Penalty  He has  clearly  outlined  for  subverting  this  material  is  not 
something  that  would  be  implemented  on  an  individual  level,  but  by 
Universal Law. This carries its own retribution.

To  those  who  would  scoff  at  this,  thinking  themselves  immune  to 
Universal Law, we can only say, please be aware that these are not empty 
words.  Ignoring  Universal  Law  and  the  Father's  Way  does  not  bring 
absolution from the consequences of one's actions. Anyone focused on the 
Father Knows the Truth of this.

This is a free e-book. You may freely distribute this material and file 
only in its complete and unaltered format. This includes printed material. 
All material shall retain the “In Divine Service” notice and the Words that 
Father  has  Spoken  regarding  His  Authority  in  Universal  Law  for  the 
Protection and retribution of violating His Word. 

You may freely reference this material only if you correctly “cite your 
source”. That is to say,  to make reference to information from Father's 
material you will appropriately credit BlueStarWay and the name of the 
material  from which  the reference was made.   References and quotes 
may not be taken out of context. Sentences in italics shall remain in 
italics to indicate direct Conveyance from Father Which Is in Heaven. 
No referenced or quoted commentary by Martin, Mister, or Linda is to be 
given or presented as direct information from the Father,  but  rather as 
having been shared by their understanding at the time the material was 
written.





This material is freely shared by us.
If, in Joyful ThanksGiving,

you feel like sharing a Gift with us
please visit

www.BlueStarWay.com/increase4all/Vision

Heartfelt Thanks
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This book is a Gift to you
from Father Which Is in Heaven.

Know that sentences in italics
are direct messages from

our Loving Father,
“that all may come to see or know

that which Honors and Serves
the human race.”

Father Which Is in Heaven
Gives you Thanks

for accepting His Gift to you.





Side note by Martin

The Father  Which Is in  Heaven referred  to in  all  of the material  Linda and I  have 
created is the Father Jesus taught us to pray to in the Lord's Prayer.  'Living God,' 
'Father Within,'  and 'Father'  are used interchangeably and refer to the same Father 
Which Is in Heaven. 

Please take note that the concepts we have “inherited” in regards to Who and What 
the Father Is, His Desires, Goals, and Aspirations, as well as how He Manifests on 
Earth and in  Humanity  are  very  limited,  constricted,  and  quite  frankly  suffocating. 
Please do give yourself room for expansion in this regard and do not be put off by the 
use of this terminology. The information contained in this book is neither patriarchal, 
religious, spiritualist, scientific, dogmatic, atheist, shamanic, new age, worldly, alien, 
nor any other modality. It just Is what it Is.

Also be aware that while there is only one Father Which Is in Heaven and no one else 
can “claim” this Name, the words 'god,' 'father,' and 'lord' in and of themselves seem to 
not carry this type of restriction. Therefore, unless one makes it clear that the use of 
words  such  as  'God',  'Living  God,'  or  'Father'  specifically  address  Father  Which  is 
Heaven, it is possible for any number of entities floating around with a 'god' or 'lord' 
complex to answer the call. 

That this is not an issue to be taken lightly is shown for example by the vast numbers 
of people throughout history who have gone to war, plundered, and taken human life 
presumably  under  'god's'  direction  as  well  as  by  the  number  of  people  who  still 
subscribe to this day to the divinity of such guidance. It is also shown by the vast 
number of people who deny, sacrifice, and flagellate self or others in the name of 'god.' 
Father Which Is in Heaven would never incite such actions. He has made this very clear 
to Linda and I again and again.

Obviously, there is a great need to be very Discerning in this matter and while it would 
be easy to get lost in terminology and arguments, this is really a matter of the Heart 
and of Intention. For the western or 'christianized' mind, the term 'Father Which Is in 
Heaven' together with the refinements included in this book can be a helpful aid to 
hone one's Heart and Intention in the right direction.



I specifically say 'western' or 'christianized' mind because Father has Conveyed  and 
made it very clear to us that:

The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each to its own way of perception.

And while different cultures do have different terminology and ways of relating to the 
Father, it is the case that all those who successfully commune with the Divine share 
common  traits  such  as  Harmony  and  Oneness  with  Nature,  Peaceful  disposition, 
Respect of Self and others, and Sovereign Expression. To these cultures and people 
the notion of destroying, killing, debasing, conquering, subduing, converting, ruling, 
dominating, or profiting from their fellow men and Earth is incomprehensible and alien 
indeed.

Whatever you do and whichever way you Honor and Develop your Relationship with 
the Divine just remember that Divine Answers Respect all Living Things and that the 
Divine isn't engaged in any battles.

Something else that needs briefly explained is the convention we adopted to capitalize 
certain words that have various, and often times opposing, meanings and therefore are 
prone to being misinterpreted or misused because of this. In short, when we capitalize 
words  within  a  sentence  we  do  so  to  specifically  refer  to  the  'healthy'  and  thus 
benevolent  interpretation  of  these  words  that  supports  a  Life  and  Sovereign 
Expression Harmonious with Creation  and the Good Will  and Intent  of  the  Father 
Which Is in Heaven. When we write the same words without capitalization we do so to 
denote the misunderstandings associated with these words. 

For example, in our writings, lower case 'l,' love, refers to the common misconception 
that associates this 'love' with sexual passion (which is a word derived from the Latin 
word 'pati' which means 'to suffer'), sexual arousal, and / or physical attraction and 
requires  such  things  as  putting others  first,  attachment,  control,  self  denial,  (self) 
sacrifice, compromise, duty, etc., etc.. 

Capital 'L,' Love, on the other hand, refers in our writings to a Feeling that Elevates, 
Respects,  Cares,  Appreciates,  brings  Well  Being  and  Comfort,  and  supports  such 
states  of  expression  as  Health,  Humor,  Kindness,  Peace,  and  Benevolence.  An 
experience that is innate to our Being or Who We Are and is independent of others 
although its expression in us may be facilitated in their  presence just like being in 
Nature facilitates us getting in touch with our inner Peace. 



Similarly, little 'p'  play denotes doing things in the way of the world and from the 
perception  of  the  world.  It  includes  slabor,  fighting,  resisting,  profiting,  ruling, 
destroying,  abusing,  killing,  warring,  saving,  converting,  and  trying  to  defeat  or 
overcome the 'bad guys,' whoever they may happen to be at any given time, so we can 
be 'safe.' 

While, big 'P' Play indicates what we came here to Earth to do: Play in Father's Garden 
in a Light Hearted, Respectful, Joy-full, Constructive, Edifying Way through which we 
manifest our Divinity and expand our experience, KNowledge, and Understandings of 
Creation and Father Which Is in Heaven's Good Will and Intent for us. 

As you can see, this convention, while seemingly simple, is of utmost significance to 
facilitate a Proper interpretation of our writings. 

Obviously we can't nor haven't applied this convention to every word we use for that 
would  be  too  cumbersome.  Neither  does  this  convention  apply  to  proper  names, 
though  many  times  we  purposely  'downgrade'  a  proper  name  to  lower  case  to 
emphasize the point we seek to convey. 

Occasionally  we  may  miss  a  capitalization,  however  the  concepts  being  conveyed 
within  the  sentence  and  paragraph  will  make  it  perfectly  clear  whether  we  are 
referring to the 'unhealthy' or 'healthy' meaning of the word. 

In-Joy
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BlueStar Blog 6

New book

032411

Today marks the beginning of a new BlueStar Blog Book. It is book number six.

I will say that blogging is one of the easiest ways to write a book for me. Just one 
entry at a time, each unfolding in its own way.  The best part is that somehow all 
entries come together in a most interesting way.

You may have noticed that this book did not begin neither the day after the actual 
equinox (March  17)  nor the day after  the theoretical  equinox (March  21).  This  is 
simply a sign of the times. Until the Earth corrects her orbit,  things will be out of 
alignment. Fortunately for us, it won't be much longer before things return to normal.

Until that day, we stand strong in our Faith that "the Father is Sovereign in all matters 
great and small".
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Sunny side of the street.

032711

There is a Light Hearted song by Doris Day titled "Sunny side of the street" that in a 
simple way describes life before and after learning to walk with the Father.

You should be able to listen to this song by searching youtube1.

InJoy

1www.youtube.com
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"off grid"

032811

Linda said it best, so I will quote her entry "when is "off grid" time" 2 ?

"When is "off grid" time by Linda, posted on March 28, 2011:

With balmy beauty and Crystal Turquoise skies !

Martin  and  I  have  been  talking  with  The  Father  regarding  the  Current-Sea, 
electrification of the country, and energy thievery.

We have no "coherent" answer at this time, however we are considering going 
"off grid" as we have done at various times in our journey.

If this seems the "right" thing to have happen, please check back every once in a 
while for updates or resuming of this blog.

On a SunShiny day of Truth and Love, with turquoise blue skies, balmy breeze, 
balmy temperatures, pure air, and pure moisture !

Until we return, you are invited to read past entries from both Linda's blog as well as 
mine. There is a wealth of information the likes you will likely not find anywhere else.

2 http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2011/03/28/when-is-off-grid-time
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Go figure

041811

Off the grid... no electricity... a Blessing or a lack?

If you ask me, I would definitively say a Blessing.

What do you mean, go back to the dark ages ? No. It is just time to have Light without 
the need for electricity and monthly bills.

By far I would say solar and wind are nowhere close to the answer. Why? They cost 
money... lots of money. Also, they are based on the same false principle of generating 
electricity.

Go figure.  Literally.  The  answer  is  really  available,  for  Father  would  have  elegant 
simplicity upon the Earth without enslavement and destruction of the Earth and the 
People.
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Location, location

042211

Location makes a great difference when it comes to living off the grid. If you are in the 
city, in a house or apartment without a fire place , you are pretty much "toasted" in 
winter. But out in the land, in a cozy home with a fireplace or even better, some kind of 
wood stove... that is a different story.

And if there are trees around from which to gather sufficient dead wood... well then 
you are set.

5



Transformation

042611

If you find yourself in the city, in an apartment or a house without a fireplace, you may 
find that one of the best choices you can make at this time is to find a place out in the  
country where you can live a more sovereign life.

Yes, there is work involved, but at least you are working for yourself, and with time, 
you may find this work transformed into Play. Then you may come to wonder how did 
we ever get dubbed into living in a city and working for someone else.

6
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Give us this day our daily bread ?

050511

A few days ago, during one of my walks, I noticed some leftover hamburger bread on 
the road and LightHeartedly thought "this is probably not what is meant by the 'give us 
this day our daily bread' line in the "lord's prayer".

Right after uttering these words in my head I recognized that there is no thanksgiving 
in this sentence but rather rather an attitude of demand. Then it dawned on me, when I 
used to pray the "lord's prayer", as much as I liked that prayer, I was telling Father 
what I was supposed to ask. Give me this, forgive me that, lead me not there, and so 
on. There is no ThanksGiving attitude in this prayer. There is no recognition that Father 
Provides our needs even before we ask.

So I began thinking how I would change this prayer to express Thanks Giving for all 
that Father does and provides each and every day. I found this to be a most wonderful 
attitude changing experience.

How would you rewrite the "lord's prayer" to express Thanks Giving for all the Father 
does?
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What happens?

050811

When you are in the city and the power goes off... what happens to your meals? Do 
you have meals ready to be eaten uncooked? And if you have a gas stove and the gas 
is shut... then what?

These of course are not concerns someone in the country with a wood stove would 
have...

8
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Off the grid

053111

I  have been reading a book on automotive tuneup principles and curiously enough, 
learned a very interesting fact. Ready?

Power generators such as alternators in a car or power plants in a country actually 
generate  no power.  Yes,  that  is  right.  A  generator  generates  no power,  it  simply 
pushes current in a wire just like a water pump pushes water in a pipe.

This got me wondering...Where does the current come from? Does it "rain" from the 
skies just like water does? Are there places where "puddles / lakes / rivers / oceans" of 
electricity accumulate as is the case with water? Are there "aquifers"  of electricity 
underground? Is it all around us, just like moisture is?

As you can see, it really shouldn't be that difficult to figure out a way to power any 
device "from thin air". No need to pay anyone for that which has been Freely made 
available  by  Creator  for  all  to  benefit.  Simply  ThanksGiving  to  the  Father  for  His 
Blessings.
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More off the grid

060311

One thing I noticed being off the grid is that when you don't have an alternate source 
of  power,  the brightness  inside  the house is  very  dependent  upon the  amount of 
Sunlight available through the day. There is no switch that allows one to simply turn 
on artificial lights and ignore unrighteous / unholy sky scumming / Sunlight robbing 
activities.

Whatever tolerance I had for their activities certainly came to an end  being off the grid 
and for this I am quite great-full.

I do not play. I do not consent to the darkening of the skies and the robbing of the 
Sunlight.  Thank  You  Father  for  the  full  spectrum  of  natural  Sun  Light  that  is 
appropriate for Earth and People each and every day of one a-chord with Your Plan.

Thank You Father.
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Consent

060611

You may have  wondered  whether  withdrawal  of  consent  makes  any  difference  to 
unrighteous - unholy activity. In Truth, it does. It actually makes all the difference, for 
without People's consent, the unrighteous - unholy cannot play.

This is different than complaining. Complaining solves no problem. Complaining does 
not  stop  anyone's  play.  Instead,  it  supports  unrighteous  -  unholy  play  because  it 
presupposes that all those who complain are powerless in the face of the unrighteous 
- unholy and that they must obey / subject themselves to unrighteous - unholy activity 
whether they agree with it or not. This could not be further from Truth.

Withdrawing one's consent is also different than fighting and resisting. Why? Because 
fighting and resisting are  based on the presumption that the unrighteous -  unholy 
actually  have  the power  to impose  their  play  upon anyone unless  action  is  taken 
against them. This could not be further from Truth.

To not play, is to not consent to the unrighteous - unholy play. It is to not participate 
in their play. It is to not tolerate their play. It is to stop pretending the unrighteous -  
unholy actually have any power over anyone.

To not play is to turn one's focus / perception to the Father and to know the Father is 
Sovereign  in  all  things  great  and  small.  It  is  to  not consent  and  to not  welcome 
anything other than what Father would have each and every day for the People and 
Earth.
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Christian Science

060811

Some time ago Father suggested we take a look at Mary Baker Eddy's book "Science 
and Health with key to the Scriptures". So I did and have to say that in various aspects 
she was right on with Father.

One of her insights I particularly found exemplary because of its simplicity, follows 
paraphrased:

“If Creator is all powerful and all Present, and evil is the opposite of Creator, 
then evil must be all weak and non existent.”

Get it? It is that simple. Any perceived power the unrighteous - unholy have comes 
from what they have pirated from the People.  Any perceived substance they have 
comes from what the People have given them.

Seems like it is time we stop being deluded by that which does not exist.

Linda recently saw that even the desire for deception is a deception.

Let us wake up and ReJoice in Truth and Reality.
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Non  laws

061111

In my last entry I made a reference to ending the delusion that something which does 
not exist has any power over us.

For example,  government does not exist. It really is nothing more than a fiction of 
someone's imagination, yet we act as if it's real and as if it has a power to which 
People have to submit. In the same manner, States and countries do not exist. They 
are also a fiction of someone's imagination. 

Worldly law is also nothing more than the fiction of someone's imagination. It is the 
fiction of someone who has either forgotten or chosen to transgress Universal Law and 
who expects to trick others into believing in the validity of such insanity. Worldly law 
has as much standing power as any dictate written by Donald Duck or your neighbor 
across the street and it is not binding upon anyone except upon those who pretend / 
think it is.

For example, did you know that the Constitution of the United States does not say 
anywhere that People have to obey it or live by any laws that come out of it? Do you 
know why? Because no one can force anyone else to live outside Divine / Universal 
Law.

It is all a big charade and deception we have fallen prey to in our innocence. They have 
taken our natural Desire to live and abide by Universal Law and used it to trap us into 
obeying worldly law.

As Linda saw it, "it has never been about the "original sin". It has always been about 
the "original deception".
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Abuse

061311

Here in the city, public transportation buses often display advertisements of various 
sorts. One I find very telling comes from a campaign against "domestic violence" and it 
says as follows:

"Telling me what to do is abuse. Stop it."

Need more be said?

14
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Terror

061611

As Linda and I where doing the "Dreams and Days" process with one of the Words 
Father gave us, we came across the following gemstone of definitions:

terrorism:

a system of government that rules by intimidation
terrorize is used of the deliberate incitement of fear as a method of intimidation

In other words, the use of fear and intimidation by any government / entity / person is 
an act of terrorism. Terrorism has been outlawed by the fictional government of the 
United States. You know what this means? That which does not exist has outlawed 
itself and set its own self-destruction in place.

Time to wake up from the spell lest we get caught in the self- destruction of that 
which does not exist.
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Where do you go?

061811

In past entries, I made a reference to domestic violence and terror. Today, I would like 
to continue on this topic.

When someone is abused by another, the abused has the option to call the police with 
the expectation that worldly law will place the abuser behind bars if necessary.

However, where do you go to seek relief and safety from those who hide behind the 
fiction of a government to perpetrate abuse / tyranny / terror / crimes against the 
People?

You can't call the police because the police work for the government. You can't call the 
military because the military works for the government. Neither can you expect anyone 
in government or any of its courts to really do anything about it 3. 

When someone tries to abuse you remember it takes two to tango. Mentally state that 
you do not consent to their play and that you do not choose to transgress Divine / 
Universal  Law. Always stay with the Father or return your focus back to Him and 
recognize your Safety is in Him. Ask for His Safety and Intervention, and ask Him to 
show you what needs done.  It is the Birthright of the People to be able to live a 
Peaceful  Life  free  of  abuse  and  tyrannical  enforcement  of  worldly  laws  and 
governments that have no standing upon Creation. Even the unrighteous - unholy must 
abide by Universal Law.

Your capacity to live this Truth will probably not come to you overnight, but it certainly 
can be developed and strengthened.  One step at  a  time,  knowing that it  is  never 
necessary to fight / resist / oppose / defeat enemies... after all... there are no enemies.

3 Those occasional rare exception when "government" is forced to take action against itself and its supporters 
are nothing more than tokens designed to sustain the illusion of  its benevolence and fairness or, opposing  
unrighteous - unholy factions taking stabs at each other.
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Safety is in the Father

062011

Indiana recently had a "supreme" court ruling indicating that the law allows police to 
enter any house for any reason without probable cause, without a warrant, and even 
without knocking and asking for permission to enter. This ruling says that residents of 
the intruded house must submit to such searches like sheep for the slaughterhouse.

I was very aware after the ruling was made public, that People suddenly felt very 
insecure in their houses. I know because I could sense the fear in the air and it was 
taking some effort to maintain my focus on Father so as to not fall prey to this fear. 
Then I was given to understand:

Safety is in the Father. It is not the existence of worldly laws that keeps me 
safe. It is not the police that keep me safe. It is not the military that keeps me 
safe.

It is my capacity to not play and remain focused on the Father that keeps me 
safe. It does not matter what worldly laws say or how they are interpreted. My 
safety is always in the Father.
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Christian Science

062111

Here is another very pertinent quote from the book "Science and Health with key to 
the Scripture" by Mary Baker Eddy.

“Never fear the mental malpractitioner, the mental assassin, who, in attempting 
to rule mankind, tramples upon the Divine Principle of metaphysics, for God 4 is 
the only power.”

4 Note that Mary Baker Eddy Properly defines her understanding of God as "Divine Principle, Life, Truth, Love,  
Soul, Spirit, Mind."
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